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A corrigendum on

Microbiological and clinical characteristics of bloodstream infections in

general intensive care unit: A retrospective study

by Wu, H.-N., Yuan, E.-Y., Li, W.-B., Peng, M., Zhang, Q.-Y., and Xie, K.-l. (2022). Front. Med. 9,

876207. doi: 10.3389/fmed.2022.876207

In the published article, there was an error in the author list, and author He-Ning Wu

and Er-Yan Yuan were erroneously excluded. The corrected author list appears below.

He-Ning Wu1†, Er-Yan Yuan1†, Wen-Bin Li1,2, Min Peng1, Qing-Yu Zhang1,3∗ and

Ke-liang Xie1,4∗

†These authors have contributed equally to this work

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific

conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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